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The Future Is Open Access, but How Do We Get There?
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OPEN IS NOT ENOUGH: Shearer, 
COAR’s vision
Overview 
• Publisher hegemony 
• Global South 
• Bibliodiversity
• Plan S 
• The Latin American Difference
• Their reaction to Plan S
The BIG problems





•Development paradigm N  S
•OA as equalizer (Chan, 2011) but fail (Herb)
Neoliberalism and the South: 
A Tale of Two Tiers
Chan, Leslie, Barbara Kirsop, and Subbiah Arunachalam. “Towards Open and Equitable 
Access to Research and Knowledge for Development.” PLoS Medicine 8, no. 3 (March 29, 
2011): e1001016. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1001016.











Jussieu Call for 
Open Science and 
Bibliodiversity 2016
Local problems
Local problems  Global 
problems
• Ebola and Zika. Disease is global …
• Climate change
Who’s helping?





Target Flat Icon.svg from Wikimedia Commons by Videoplasty.com, CC-BY-SA 4.0 (modified by the presenter)
Plan S good things/bad things
Ricky Poynder: don’t worry
The Latin American Difference
"Latin America has long been a leader in open 
access, and had achieved substantially the goals of 
Plan S more than a decade ago.” Heather Morrison 
OA from the ground up
Latin America: exemplar of 
bibliodiversity
•students and lay readers 
•Pro-DORA 
The Community Infrastructure 






Community support for the 
community infrastructure
•Training for best practices for journal 
publishing (including editorial processes) + 
technical / markup standards
•Wide range of trainers and developers  
Bibliometrics for the community


Plan S as threat to Latin America
Redalyc, AmeliCA and Plan S
“We are still waiting to know how 
cOAlition S is planning to support 
and engage with other OA business 
models.“ 
Eduardo Aguado-López, Redalyc and Arianna 
Becerril-Garcia, Redalyc and AmeliCA Aug. 2019
São Paulo Statement on Open Access
May 5, 2019 
African Open Science Platform, AmeLICA, cOAlition
S, OA2020, and SciELO
from the Statement: The signatories …
“They share the belief that this common goal can be 
achieved through a variety of approaches. … They 
seek an active dialogue with all stakeholders, … to 
take into account the diversity of the global scholarly 
community.”
Concerns voiced at São Paulo 
Redalyc /AmeliCA clearly stated 
opposition to APC model of Plan S as 
destructive
Plan S Revisions:
a response to Latin America + Global South
May 31, 2019 incl.
•Reassert not just APC model
•More emphasis is put on changing the 
research reward and incentive system by 
funders who joined cOAlition S  
•Transparency in APC pricing “and capping of 
payments of such fees;”
The Latin American response to 
revised Plan S
Plan S ignores how its mandates may 
affect existing oa scholarly initiatives 
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